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On the Deformation of Dendrites During Directional
Solidification of a Nickel-Based Superalloy

J.W. AVESON, G. REINHART, C.J.L. GODDARD, H. NGUYEN-THI,
N. MANGELINCK-NOËL, A. TANDJAOUI, J.R. DAVENPORT, N. WARNKEN,
F. DI GIOACCHINO, T.A. LAFFORD, N. D’SOUZA, B. BILLIA, and H.J. STONE

Synchrotron X-ray imaging has been used to examine in situ the deformation of dendrites that
takes place during the solidification of a nickel-based superalloy. By combining absorption and
diffraction contrast imaging, deformation events could be classified by their localization and
permanence. In particular, a deformation mechanism arising from thermal contraction in a
temperature gradient was elucidated through digital image correlation. It was concluded that
this mechanism may explain the small misorientations typically observed in single crystal
castings.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11661-019-05429-0
� The Author(s) 2019

I. INTRODUCTION

THE microstructural characteristics of a casting are
governed by the thermophysical processes that take
place in the mushy zone.[1,2] A detailed understanding of
the coupled effects of fluid flow and solute partitioning
with the stress, pressure, and temperature fields is
therefore required if solidification microstructures are
to be controlled. Much of the early work on this topic
has emerged from the semi-solid metal (SSM) processing
community in an effort to decrease grain size and
improve homogeneity by stirring. It has been proposed
that crystal multiplication through stirring occurs
through dendrite fragmentation via mechanisms involv-
ing deformation, recovery, and finally grain bound-
ary wetting.[3,4] Problematically, calculations using

tabulated high-temperature material property data have
suggested that the fluid flow velocities experienced in all
but rapid solidification conditions would be insufficient
to damage dendrites mechanically.[5–8] Despite this,
there remains a need to incorporate mechanical behav-
ior into the understanding of dendrite deformation and
fragmentation, owing to observations of bent dendrites
in conventional castings and stirred castings[9–11] and
notable efforts are now being made to systematically
elucidate the origins of such behavior.[12,13]

There are many possible ways in which dendrites may
be mechanically loaded during solidification in the
mushy zone during investment casting, for example,
differential thermal contraction between mold and
metal, and buoyancy forces.[14] In single crystal invest-
ment castings, used most notably for aerofoil blades for
turbine engines, permanent dendrite deformation during
solidification is intolerable since grain boundaries reduce
creep performance and cannot be removed by subse-
quent thermomechanical processing. Understanding the
mechanistic origins of high- and low-angle boundaries
has therefore been an important research topic in the
casting community so that strategies to avoid their
occurrence may be devised. In the work by Napolitano
and co-workers,[15,16] it was identified that, wherever the
solidification front has the opportunity to become
spread out and disjointed, then a low-angle boundary
will form at the surface of convergence where misori-
ented portions of the front rejoin. They demonstrated
how careful design of casting shape and furnace design
could be used to ensure that dendrite envelopes did not
bifurcate and subsequently reconverge, thus avoiding
the potential for grain boundary formation. Investiga-
tions of small misorientations in cast components using
X-ray topography concluded that the origin of the
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misorientations was thermomechanical deformation in
the mushy zone, or just below it.[17] The extent to which
such processes occur in casting was quantified at the
microstructural level by Husseini et al. who found, using
synchrotron X-ray diffraction topography, that most
dendrites in castings of René N5 were misoriented.[18]

Similar results have been reported in directional castings
of Al-Si alloys.[19] These observations are further sup-
ported by the research of D’Souza and co-workers, who
found evidence of cumulative misorientations along
castings of CMSX-4 and identified that this was a result
of plastic deformation in the mush.[20–22] Similarly, a
study of the origins of sliver defects identified that they
arise through mushy zone deformation as a result of
differential thermal contraction between metal and
mold.[23] As such studies have highlighted the impor-
tance of deformation behavior in the semi-solid state, it
is clearly highly desirable to have direct evidence of the
transient phenomena that give rise to the formation of
these macroscopic casting defects.

In the investigation of phenomena that are governed
only by thermophysical properties, transparent materi-
als that freeze like metals can readily yield tremendous
insight.[24,25] However, in situations where materials do
not exhibit analogous behavior, such as mechanical
response, it is necessary to use techniques that may
directly probe the phenomena using the materials in
which they arise. In order to address this, international
efforts have been directed towards establishing and
using time-resolved, in situ X-ray imaging using syn-
chrotron radiation. These techniques have delivered
profound insights into the dynamic processes that occur
during solidification.[26] Several studies have been per-
formed using aluminum alloys to investigate the defor-
mation of dendrites that arises as a result of buoyancy
forces. These revealed localized deformation of cells or
dendrites.[27,28] In addition to the absorption contrast
arising from differences in chemical composition,
diffraction contrast was used to image the crystal
orientation. Diffraction contrast arises when dendrites
are oriented such that the Bragg condition is met for one
of the allowed reflections of the crystal. Using a
polychromatic (‘‘white’’) beam to ensure that all of the
available reflections are captured, the diffracted radia-
tion can then be captured on a wide area film, generating
a topograph.[26] Importantly, diffraction also leads to
extinctions in the image of the transmitted beam, where
the transmitted intensity is decreased as radiation is
diffracted out of the field of view. The diffracted and
transmitted images can be collected quasi-simultane-
ously, allowing combined radio-topography.[29] While
early studies using these techniques were restricted to
low melting temperature materials, the recent develop-
ment of experimental furnaces capable of high temper-
atures, while permitting X-ray transmission, has allowed
direct investigation of the solidification characteristics of
materials with higher melting temperatures, such as
steels and silicon.[30–32] In addition, the use of image
correlation and particle tracking methods have enabled
quantitative information to be obtained of the displace-
ment fields associated with the images acquired, for
example.[33–36] These experimental advances have

permitted new data to be obtained from the transient
processes that occur during solidification of metals and
alloys and provided new insight into the origins of
associated solidification defects.
In this study, synchrotron X-ray radio-topography

has been used to characterize the growth and deforma-
tion of dendrites in a nickel-based superalloy used in
commercial single crystal castings to gain an improved
understanding of the origins of defect generation in
these materials.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Imaging Data Acquisition

X-ray imaging was carried out on the BM05 beamline
of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF). Rectilinear specimens of dimensions
40 mm 9 6 mm 9 0.3 mm of the nickel-based superal-
loy CMSX-4 were cut and the large area faces ground
and polished using SiC papers and diamond suspension
to a 1 lm finish. The specimens were then mounted in
X-ray transparent boron nitride crucibles consisting of
two plates, one of which was recessed in order to contain
the specimen. These were bound using Mo clips. This
assembly was placed in a bespoke Bridgman furnace
designed for high-temperature solidification imaging
experiments and described in Reference 37. The speci-
mens were completely melted by raising the temperature
of both the top and bottom heaters above the liquidus
temperature. The period between melting and solidifi-
cation of each specimen was minimized as far as
practicable in order to limit the extent of reaction
between the specimen and the crucible. Resolidification
was achieved by controlled cooling of both the top and
bottom heaters of the furnace. The bottom heater was
typically colder than the upper heater such that a
temperature gradient of ~ 40 K cm�1 was established
across the sample and solidification could be initiated
from near the bottom of the crucible. Throughout the
experiment, both the sample and furnace were kept
stationary. During solidification, images were recorded
using either an ESRF Fast Readout Low Noise
(FReLoN) CCD camera[38] with optics giving rise to
an image pixel size of 7.46 lm at a rate of 0.2 Hz for the
radiography mode, or on photographic film (Agfa
Structurix D3-SC, 17.6 9 12.5 cm2) for the topography
mode. For the radiographic images, image division
against the background of a homogenous liquid[39] was
performed using the Image J software to improve
contrast and perform background corrections.

B. Image Processing Using Digital Image Correlation

Images were analyzed by digital image correlation
(DIC) using the DaVis software (version 8.1.0) with the
strainmaster module by LaVision GmbH. Conventional
2D-DIC enables mapping of displacement fields u(x,y)
in an x–y plane by comparing pixel intensities of digital
images acquired at different stages of deformation. To
achieve this, images are divided into subsets of
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rectangular interrogation windows, which are individu-
ally cross-correlated to give a measurement of the local
displacement. Hence, the displacement mapping can be
differentiated to derive the in-plane components of the
strain tensor.[40]

In the present study, the vector fields were calculated
by applying an interrogation window of 25 9 25 pixels2,
which corresponded to an area of 186.5 9 186.5 lm2.
The interrogation windows overlapped by 20 pct during
the calculation, i.e., by 5 pixels, equivalent to 37.3 lm.
The vectors were calculated using the sum of differential
method in which the displacement field between the
reference and the nth image, u0,n is calculated by

u0;n ¼
Xn

i¼1

ui�1;i ½1�

Images were selected where dendritic arrays were well
established but showed little evidence of deformation
in order to reduce the conflict between growth and
deformation. The curl of the displacement field, which
describes a counter clockwise rotation about an axis
perpendicular to the plane, has been calculated as

h ¼ r� u ¼ @uy
@x

� @ux
@y

½2�

In the figures shown, the rotation angle (in radians) is
shown using an arbitrary color scale.

III. RESULTS

A. X-ray Imaging

Figure 1(a) shows a set of radiographs of dendrites
growing in an effective thermal gradient of 3.1 K mm�1.
The images have been cropped and rotated to show the
dendritic microstructure in the region of interest more
clearly. To facilitate interpretation of the images, the
direction of the gravity vector is shown in the first frame.
Four dendrites can be seen and are labeled in the first
image. In the initial frame, the dendrites are all aligned
parallel with each other. However, in the subsequent
images, Dendrite 3 is bent with respect to the other three
dendrites. The bending appears to be highly localized

and occurs spontaneously at a position approximately
one-third of the height of the image. The velocity of the
dendrite growth, as determined from the position of
their tips, is shown in Figure 1(b) and shows that,
collectively, the dendrites initially accelerated before
decelerating. Importantly, the growth rate of the bent
dendrite (3) can be seen to have decelerated the least
while the growth rate of the dendrite against which it
converged (4) decelerated the most, consistent with
solutal poisoning of the dendrite.[41]

Figure 2 shows an X-ray diffraction topograph of a
length of one of the growing dendrites, as well as a
radiographic image from the same region. X-ray diffrac-
tion topography is highly sensitive to elastic strain as
deviations in lattice parameter lead to diffraction of
different wavelengths in the white beam spectrum. This
leads to asterism in the diffraction pattern, which is
especially visible in the upper part of the current
topograph. Topography is also sensitive to local misori-
entations of the crystal lattice. Thus, the cleanliness of
the topographic image gives an indication that the strain
in the growing solid is low. The fact that several portions
of dendrite arms appear close together within the
topograph suggests that a single dendrite has been
deformed by small amounts at localized positions.[28]

The observation that parts of the dendrite imaged in the
topograph appear shifted to the right compared to the
accompanying radiograph suggests that regions of the
dendrite have small crystallographic misorientations
with respect to each other. These observations are
consistent with the previous observations of the abrupt
changes in orientation of the primary stem implicated in
sliver defect formation.[23]

Figure 3 shows a set of radiographs that exhibit
predominantly diffraction contrast (dark in the radio-
graphs). The underlying reasons that can be responsible
for this contrast (out-of-plane bending and torsion) are
shown schematically in Figure 4. When dendrites are
deformed, if there is a component of bending out of the
plane of the image, or a torque, then there is the
possibility for the Bragg condition either to be met or to
cease to be met and the extinction in the direct
radiograph correspondingly appears or disappears.
Regrettably, it is not possible to distinguish between
out-of-plane bending and torsional modes from the

Fig. 1—Time sequence of absorption contrast radiographs showing the effect of deformation on the growth kinetics of an array of dendrites.
The graph shows the growth velocity of each dendrite.
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observed extinction. However, the extent of the dendrite
in the extinction condition yields important information
about the deformation behavior of the dendrite during
solidification. First, only a portion of the dendrite meets
the diffraction condition, meaning that the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the dendrite is not constant along
its length. Second, the position of the extinction is rather
sharp, indicating that the change in orientation is highly
localized. Third, in the sequence of images shown, the
position of the extinction can first be seen to descend
and then to re-ascend the primary arm of the dendrite,
indicating that the deformation is reversible.
Detailed examination of the dendrites shows that,

during solidification, the dendrites move relative to each
other as a result of thermal expansion. Figure 5 quan-
tifies this behavior: in Figure 5(a) an example image is
shown. The highlighted region was selected as it is near
the base of the dendrites and so less prone to any
bending. For each acquired image, the intensity was
then summed along the length of the dendrite, and then
two Gaussian fits were used to identify the position of
each of the dendrites (Figure 5(b)). The dendrite posi-
tions were then plotted as a function of time and this
was fitted with a second-order polynomial (Figure 5(c)).
The resulting change in primary dendrite arm spacing is
plotted as a function of time (Figure 5(d)).

Fig. 2—Diffraction topograph and the associated absorption
radiograph of a dendrite in the mushy zone of solidifying CMSX4.
These highlight the pristine quality of the as-solidified dendrites and
the localized nature of the deformation imparted to them.

Fig. 3—Radiographs of a dendrite showing extinction where that part of the dendrite satisfies the diffraction condition, at a series of different
times during solidification. The region of the dendrite backbone in the diffraction condition varies with time, indicating that it is flexible and its
crystallographic orientation is not continuous along the dendrite.

Fig. 4—Schematic diagram illustrating the deformation modes that
may give rise to local extinction in the radiograph arising from
diffraction, as seen in Fig. 3.
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In order to assess the effect of the strain on the
dendritic microstructure, image correlation was per-
formed using LAVision and the results of this are shown
in Figure 6. A pair of dendrites can be seen to have
grown in a near-parallel manner from another dendrite
arm. At later time steps, the dendrite to the right can be
seen to bend to the right. As time elapses, the left
dendrite moves in one direction, with the right dendrite
in the opposite direction; the magnitude of the rotation
increases with time. In the final image, acquired after
320 seconds, the separation of the two dendrites can be
seen to increase along the length of the dendrites.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Classification of Deformation During Solidification

The data show that several deformation modes can be
activated during solidification. These are discussed in
terms of two characteristics: their localization and
permanence. Figure 1 shows spontaneous, localized,
permanent deformation of a dendrite arm. The direction
of the gravity vector suggests that body forces induced
this bending. The occurrence of such deformation
influences growth kinetics and, in the case observed,
would lead to a low- to medium-angle grain boundary
forming at the surface of convergence of the secondary
arms. This is consistent with the conclusion of Aveson
et al. that sliver grains originating at regions of greater
thermal stress are the result of deformation in the mushy
zone.[23] The diffraction topograph in Figure 2 shows
another, different, example of localized deformation of
otherwise pristine dendrites. However, as these data are
not time-resolved, it is not possible to state whether this
deformation is permanent or not. The diffraction
contrast radiographic images in Figure 3 are useful in
further interpreting this, since the extinction spot is of
similar size to the fragments observed by diffraction
topography in Figure 2. In Figure 3, the extinction spot
moves up and down the dendrite. This demonstrates
that, in this case, the dendrite deformation is reversible
as previously observed in aluminum alloys[28] and is
unlikely to have occurred as a consequence of gravity
loading. Since only a portion of the dendrite meets the
diffraction condition, it can be concluded that the
dendrite backbone is rather flexible in the mushy zone,
as also seen in Reference 42. While the bending observed
in Figure 6 is less apparent, there are clear ‘hot spots’ of
increased bending. Importantly, it appears that the hot
spots are more prevalent above positions where a
secondary dendrite impinges upon the adjacent sec-
ondary dendrite and do not just arise as a consequence

bFig. 5—Method of analysis of the motion of dendrites resulting
from thermal contraction. The pair of dendrites shown in (a) was
summed in the horizontal direction, with the dendrite peaks fitted
with Gaussian functions (b). The positions of these Gaussian
functions with time are plotted in (c) and interpolating polynomials
fitted to the data are indicated by the solid lines. The resultant
primary dendrite arm spacing is plotted as a function of time in (d).
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of gravity loading, which would be expected to affect
many dendrites in a similar manner.

B. Bending of Aligned Dendrites Through Contraction
in a Thermal Gradient

It is well known that dendrites are generated as the
result of the breakdown of a planar solid–liquid
interface by perturbations.[43] In the case of single
crystal castings, the dendrites emerge either from the
breakdown of a planar seed melt-back interface, or from
lower order dendrites, such as tertiary dendrite arms
that appear to grow as primary dendrite arms. In either
of these cases, if the substrate from which the dendrites
emerge undergoes thermal contraction, then the initial
spacing of the dendrites will be decreased.[44] This can be
seen to occur in Figure 5, where the dendrite arm
spacing can be seen to have reduced from 130 to 124 lm
during the course of the experiment.
When dendrites are free to move, contraction can be

accommodated without the dendrites being deformed.
However, at high solid fractions, secondary dendrite
arms impinge against one another and coalesce.[45] Thus,
when the dendrites are subsequently translated laterally
by the thermal contraction of their substrate, then at the
point of impingement, the dendrite experiences a resis-
tance to the translation and this point in essence acts as
a fulcrum. Considering a pair of dendrites deforming in
this way, the angle subtended between the dendrites will
increase as the bases of the dendrites are moved closer
together through thermal contraction. The digital image
correlation analysis in Figure 6 supports the interpreta-
tion that deformation occurs in this way: the dendrites
splay out along the length of the dendrite. While this
mechanism requires deeper assessment from theory and
simulation, it may account for some of the previous
observations of small misorientations in castings that
have been reported by many authors.[15–17,46] Specifi-
cally, it has been observed that the spread of misorien-
tation increases with thermal gradient[17]: from the
present perspective, the length along the axis of a
dendrite over which the thermal strain must be accom-
modated is smaller with greater thermal gradients, and
so the angles of misorientations developed will be
expected to be larger.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Synchrotron X-ray radio-topography has been used
to probe how dendrites deform during directional
solidification of the nickel-based superalloy, CMSX-4,
and how this may lead to low-to-medium misorientation
defects in cast components through the convergence
fault mechanism. Through combined diffraction and
absorption contrast imaging, it was observed that
dendrites could deform in several ways. Both permanent
and transient deformations were observed, as were both
localized and cumulative deformations. While some
deformation could be directly attributed to gravity

Fig. 6—Radiographic images with associated image correlation maps
showing how the dendrites deform during solidification.
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loading of the dendrites, other deformations modes
appeared to arise as a result of other, transient stresses.
Specifically, contraction of the dendritic network was
also observed, which had the effect of reducing the
primary dendrite arm spacing. Digital image correlation
of the radiographic images acquired indicated that
lateral contraction of the dendrite array as a result of
cooling in the imposed temperature gradient leads to the
generation of small misorientations between primary
dendrites. The effect of deformation on the kinetics of
continued solidification was also observed, which
showed that, following dendrite bending, the reoriented
dendrite may be able to competitively overgrow adjacent
dendrites in the convergent condition.
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